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I spend the majority of my time working in ways that energize
me versus on tasks that drain me.

I don't impose my way of doing things on others.

I know how each person on my team naturally handles
information, organization, change, and physical environment.

I know the best way to coach and communicate with each
member of my team.

I value different approaches and leverage the strengths of each
team member.

I know how to strategically group people together to solve
problems and get desired results.

Each of my team members' strengths are aligned with their
roles.

I effectively help each member of my team minimize stress in
their position.

As my company grows, I am confident in my ability to create or
redesign roles for the future.

My hiring process includes objective measures that compare
the demands of a job to how the candidate naturally executes.

Are You a Strengths-Based Leader?

Exceptional leaders have a multiplier effect on the results of a team. Select YES or NO for
each of the statements below to find out if you are on the path to true leadership success.
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YES

NO
Count the number of times you
checked YES or NO on page 1

 By now, you've identified your instinctive strengths and have started to build a
productive team around you. Remember, that's only the beginning! As your
team grows, commit yourself to designing new roles and strategically
combining individual strengths to achieve your organization's big goals. Kolbe
experts are here to guide you through The Kolbe System™.

Kolbe has the only program measuring conation — how people take action. Use The
Kolbe System to get immediately actionable advice on personal productivity, team
performance, job alignment and hiring. Learn how to do more, more naturally at
Kolbe.com.

YOUR PATH TO STRENGTHS-BASED LEADERSHIP

8 OR MORE "YES" RESPONSES:
>> YOU'RE WELL ON YOUR WAY TO LEADING WITH STRENGTHS

FEWER THAN 8 "YES" RESPONSES:
>> FULLY LEVERAGE THE POWER OF INSTINCTIVE STRENGTHS

Imagine leading a group of people so in-sync with their strengths and aligned
to their roles that work feels energizing. It's possible! First, you need to
understand your own strengths, then begin the simple process to optimize
your team. Make sure everybody is in a role where they have the freedom to
be themselves. Start today by taking the Kolbe A™ Index and exploring The
Kolbe System. 

Are You a Strengths-Based Leader?
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https://bit.ly/3CLJe1b
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